We first characterize the operators in & in terms of the boundary of the numerical range and spectrum of the operator. If S is a set of complex numbers, then let co S denote the convex hull of S, let dS denote the boundary of S, and let Cl S denote the closure of S. THEOREM Let B{H) denote the set of all operators on the complex Hubert space H and give B{H) the norm topology. Then there exists a positive integer N such that for all n^ N,zg W(T n ). Then
For z $ σ(T), let R(T, z) = (T -zl)~\

Te & if and only if dW(T) gΞ σ{T).
Proof, First suppose that dW(T) S σ(T).
Let z £ Cl W(T). Then d(z, σ{T)) = d(z, W{T)) so that , W{T)) = l/d(z, σ{T)) s \\R(T, z)\\ ^ l/d(z, W(T)) .\\R(T n , z) || = l/d(z, W(T n )) > l/d(z, W(T)) . Now choose M^ N so that for all n ^ M, \\(T -T n )R{T n ,z)\\ < 1. Then [2, p. 52]
R(T, 2) = (/ -(Γ -ΓJieίΓ,, z))~ιR{T n , z) .
Since (Γ -T n )R{T n , z)-*0 as w -oo, ) M -Hm
Therefore Te& and hence & is closed.
If ^ is the set of all Te B(H) such that coσ(T) = G\W(T), then by Corollary 1 & £ <g=\ By [4] ^ is a nowhere dense subset of B{H)
when dim iJ ^ 2. Therefore ^ is also a nowhere dense subset of B(H) when dim if ^ 2. The set of all operators on H (dimH= °°) that satisfy property (GJ locally is a larger set than the set of all operators on H that satisfy property (G x ) [see 5]. This situation does not occur for &. To see this, suppose T is an operator such that
\\R(T,z)\\ = l/d(z,W(T)) for all z e U -(Cl W(T)) where U is an open set containing Cl W(T).
We now show that Te&, i.e., the above relationship holds for all z £ Cl W(T). Let z 0 e dW(T). Then there exists a sequence {z n } £ 17 -(Cl TΓ(5P)) such that s n ->s 0 and |s w -
Thus z o eσ(T).
Therefore, by Theorem 1, Te^. We now give a method to construct nontrivial examples of operators in ^.
THEOREM 3. If A is an operator on H, then A($Ne & on HQ)K whenever N is a normal operator on K with σ(N) Ξ2 dW{A).
Proof. Let N be as above and let
There are a number of nice properties that not all operators in & enjoy. Let R 8P (T) denote the spectral radius of T. 
